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Issue Date Topics

January 31.01.23 Digitalisation

February 28.02.23 Freight transport

March 31.03.23 AI + Machine Learning

April 28.04.23 Predictive Maintenance + Rolling Stock

May 31.05.23 Condition Monitoring

June 30.06.23 Railway market North America

Schedule and topics 2023
valid from 01.01.2023



Issue Date Topics

July 31.07.23 Training and further education with railway simulators

August 31.08.23 Infrastructure and BIM planning

September 29.09.23 Control and safety technology

October 31.10.23 CBTC/ETCS

November 30.11.23 EULYNX/Digital interlockings

December 29.12.23 Railway market Europe

Schedule and topics 2023
valid from 01.01.2023



Spotlight topic

True-to-life simulation improves training for train drivers
The French company CORYS has been developing simulators for 30 years, making it possible to optimize training costs,
improve employees’ skills and increase their operational safety and efficiency.
The new Ultra Light Simulator offers the full Replica Simulator experience in a compact, mobile format that can be easily
transported and set up for a large number of trainees. This new system, the result of several years of research and
development at CORYS, incorporates a simplified version of the physical elements of a Replica Simulator that
provide the realistic mechanical simulation of a train, and over an authentic 3D environment with track bodies and signals. The
simulated tracks include a validated ETCS system developed by a dedicated ETCS team at CORYS. The simulator complies with
ERA Baseline 2 (SRS 2.3.0.d) and Baseline 3 (SRS 3.4.0 and 3.6.0) and covers levels 0, 1, 2 and 3. It also has DMIs with one or
two screens.

Read more

Author Name
Position

Sponsored Content
valid from 01.01.2023

Sponsored content articles are promotional articles in the style of an insight or whitepaper that are integrated into the
editorial content of our website and marked as sponsored content.

Your sponsored content is marketed for one month on our landing page under "Spotlight topic" and can be downloaded
as an insight from our website for six months. 

Duration
1 month on the landing page
6 months under "Insights"

Text length summary
Between 100 and 150 words

Text length Insight
max. 5 pages 

External links
Unlimited in the whitepaper itself
In the summary max. two

Price
$ 400,- excl. VAT for one DIN-A4 page
each additional page $ 250,- excl. VAT
additionally
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A company introduction of up to 85 words can be placed
on the product page for your Insight.
Under "Description", the summary of the home page is
published.

You can design your own cover page. 
If you do not submit one to us, we will create a suitable
one, see example:


